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1 • INTRODUCTION 

With the upsurge of interest in the muon-catalysis of nuc
lear fusion 111 the need of а comprehensive framework for the 
description of kinetics of the associated processes becomes 
evident. Such а framework is primarily necessary to interpret 
the data which have become / 2/ or may have soon become avai
laЬle 1 3 1 as well as (in an optimist#s point of view) for its 
possiЬle usefulness when the muon catalyzed nuclear energy pro
duction turns out reality 141 • 

In а classic paper on the subject Gerstein et al. 151 have 
developed а framework for the description of the "all-cycles" 
(АС) kinetics of muon-catalyzed fusion in the deuterium/tri
tium mixture, the case most interesting for the expected (now 
confirmed) resonance character of the cross section for ~-mo
lecule formation. 

In such an approach the appropriate time distributions of 
fusion events are sums over all cycles initiated Ьу а single 
muon as it re-enters the chain of processes after being relea~ 
sed from а ~-molecule upon catalysing the nuclear synthesis 
reaction. The (AC)-kinetics has been treated with varying 
emphases also in Refs ,16·111. 

In Ref. 1121 the (AC)-kinetics has been considered in detail 
for one-component media (pure deuterium or tritium) with the 
aim of finding optimum conditions for the experimental investi
gation of the corresponding simple branches of the muon-cata
lysis graph. Recently, in an advancing degree of completeness 
of the processes taken into account, the simple-branch kinetics 
has been extended to the description of separate cycles in the 
muon catalysis chain / 13·16/ . 

In the present paper we develop а general framework for the 
cycle-by-cycle description of muon catalyzed nuclear synthesis 
in arbitrary mixtures of hydrogen isotopes, possiЬly contami
nated Ьу heavier elements. Strict solutions of the kinetic 
equations are presented in the approximation of constant tran
sition rates. The energy-dependent rates can Ье also dealt with 
in an approximate way within the proposed scheme and а manage
aЬle computational prescription .follows. Creation of ~-atoms 
and ~-molecules in excited states and the ensuing transitions 
can Ье taken into account as well as explicit inclusion of the 
muon shaking-off from the final state /l-atoms 117/ is possiЬle. 
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The formalism we use is familiar from the theory of signal
flow graphs 1181• However, since very simple graph-theoretical 
ideas are chiefly involved the formalism is developed in an 
independent way, mainly to elucidate the specific proЬlems and 
to introduce а comprehensive notation. 

In Section 2 we present the kinetic equations and introduce 
the associated graphs. The resulting formulae for the time dis
tributions of different objects in the muon-catalysis fusion 
chain are also written down. Analogous formulae are derived 
and discussed in Section 3 with inclusion ~f the experimental 
registration efficiency. Section 4 contains the discussion of 
possiЬle extensions of the scheme to incorporate energy-depen
dent transition rates and include reversiЬle processes. Conclu
ding remarks end this Section. 

2. KINETIC EQUAТIONS 

2.1. Kinetic Graphs 

The processes forming the muon-catalysis chain can Ье re
presented Ьу drawing the corresponding kinetic graph. The ge
neral structure of such а graph describing k-cycles initiated 
Ьу а single muon is shown in Fig.l. The graph consists of k 
identical subgraphs connected to input-output vertices. Each 
subgraph corresponds to exactly one fusion act catalyzed Ьу 
the muon. The primary input vertex (~ 1n) represents the source 
of muons. 

Transitions to the following cycles occur via the muon which 
is freed after having catalyzed а synthesis reaction (either 
directly or in а collision of the final state ~-atom with 
а target center) as well as via the ~ -atom ( ~ or р~) pro
duced in the (D+D)~-fusion. The rightmost vertex (V) in the 
k-th cycle represents the node for which the solution is sought 
for. 

Fig.2 shows а more detailed map of the processes in the sub
graphs of Fig.l. The links between the consecutive cycles are 
shown here as feedback lines (dashed arcs)*. The vertices can 
Ье grouped in three sets representing:the muon (~), the ~-atoms 
(~а) and the ~ -molecules (~m) • Ву adding wiggled bars we denote 
"fast" muons and ~ -atoms for wЬ:ich the cross section for crea
ting а ~-atom or ~-molecule, respectively, are negligiЬly 
small. The vertices in Fig.2 have their own structure as indi
cated in Figs.З-5. Therefore, the edges of the graphs in Figs.l 
and 2 should Ье understood as sets of edges connecting the 

*As we shall see later, this is а presentation appropriate 
for the (AC)-kinetics. 
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с1 Ск Fig.l. Ge neral str ucture of 

~ 
the graph representing k cyc-

- •-<:s~) les of muon-catalyzed f usion 
·· - chain (top) , and ge neral 

structure of а one-cycle
graph (Ьottom) .мeaning of the 
symЬols is expl~ined in text. 

Fig.2. Kinetic graph represen
ting main ~ -atomic and /.1-

molecular processes leading Ф1s 1 
---; 

to muon-catalyzed nuclear fusion 
in а mixture of Н 2 , D2 and Т2 
wi th admixtures of Z > l ele
ments. Wiggled lines indicated 
at the nodes lead to the (evv) 
vertex. Other details are desc 
ribed in text. 
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corresponding subgraphs. All output vertices representing the 
released muon are connected to а subsidiary vertex (J.L'). This 
is merely а formal procedure which facilitates the description 
and, therefore, the content of (J.L') is to some extent arbil: rд :-;. 
r y . For the sake of definiteness we suggest to include in (~') 
muons with energy Е ~ 100 eV, which is. smaller tha~ typical 
energi e s of the released muons and still larger than the ener
gies at which muonic atorns are formed 1 191 • 

Similarly, for the fin~l-state hydrogen /.1-atoms, which 
can also initiate another cycle one can assume conveniently 
that the (Н/.1') nodes in Fig.З correspond to energies at which 
the inverse isotopic exchange trans i tions become energeticaily 
fo rbidden 1201 and the (H/.1)-ones , to thermal energies. 

The /.1-molecular nodes of Fig.2 are split in Fig.З into 
three vertices each: (/.Im) н, (/.Lm)D , and . <~m)тAjreflecting the 
three possibilities of creating the (А 1 Н, Н)/.1 -molecule in 
an [(Аtн AJ Н)J.L,AkH , e] or [(Аiн, AJН)J.L, AkH,2e]* mol~cular compound 1 1 ~ 
The inse t in Fig.З illus trates the structure of the ~-atomic 
vertices. Analogous structure of the ~-molecules is shown in 
Fig . 4 where .the nodes represent different vibrational and spin/ 
angular momentum states 1211 .. Fig. 5 exemplifies fusion in the /.1-

molecules · showing different channels for the (ddJ.L) node : In 
Fi g .б fusion in flight 1 1• 24• 25<which has been omitted in the 
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------..... Fig.З. Graph presenting 
_--::_-:__- __ ...... , а more detailed structure 

- ---,', ', of the IL -atomic and р. -
":\ ', molecular vertices in 

'.i \ Fig. 2. Description in text . . , \ 

Fig.4. The structure of 
the (td,.t) vertex shown to L 
exemplify the structure r 
of the ~t-molecular ver
tices in Fig.2. 

\ 
1 

Fig.S. Graph showing diffe
rent fusion channels for the 
dd,.t -molecule. Dashed lines 
indicate feedЬack lines of 
Fig.2. Arrows at the IL-ato
mic vertices represent tran
si tions to (Z > 1 ). 

Fig.б. General structure of -----~ 

one-cycle-graph with fusion ~ 
in flight taken into account. 
The vertex denoted Ьу (coll) L 
is а suЬsidiary vertex re- r 
presenting the nuclear inter
action without creation of 

г- · 

the ~t-molecule. ' · ----- ..J 

1 
L----------------------.J 
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previous figures in the interest of keeping the diagrams read
aЫe, is additiona1ly included. 

Some of the edges of the graphs in Figs.Z-6 correspond to 
transition rates which are negligiЫy small (e.g., (d,.t) ... (dtp.), 
(d~) ... (~)' ей;> ... CН~t),etc.). We prefer to include them, however, 
to emphasize the general character of the proposed framework 
and 1eave open the possibi1ity of the experimenta1 verifica
tion of their contributions. If necessary, such transi~ions ~an 
Ье eliminated Ьу putting the corresponding rates equal to zero. 

Оп the other hand, some processes included in the diagrams 
are very fast (e.g., (р.)-+ (Нр.) , (dt~t) ... (j'L) ) and may become vi-
siЫe in the data only at very sma11 times / lSI. If these are 

.be1ow the experimenta1 resolution the corresponding vertices 
can Ье replaced Ьу а single node (e. g ., in Fig.2 al1 cascade 
transitions within the Нр. -atom and IL-molecu1es are contained 
in single (Нр.) and (~tm) vertices). vle anticipate that with the 
advent of high-statistics and high-resolution experiments the 
choice of vertices to Ье i ncluded explicit1y in the kinetic 
graph will become quite c r ucial for the description of the data. 

In order to secure the overall particle balance in the ki
netic graph we introduce in Fig.Z two common sink vertices (no 
outgoing lines): (evv) and (Z- 1), representing the decay and nuc
lear capture of the muon, respectively. Below we shall often 
refer to the one-cycle graph (OCG) which represents а single 
cycle in the chain. For such graph the following cycle can Ье, 
for convenience, considered also as а sink node. Included in 
the graph of Fig.Z as examples are also two "signature" ver
tices (n) and (у ). The first one represents the 14 MeV neut-

. с 4 rons produced 1n d + t ... Не+ n *;and the second one, the y-rays 
associated with muon capture Ьу а Z > 1 nucleus. Similar signa
ture vertices can Ье associated (at least in principle) with · 
each edge of the kinetic graph. They do not strictly belong to 
the graph, as they do not contribute to particle balance, but 
including them in the scheme makes the presentation more trans
parent and helps to incorporate consistently the experimental 
registration efficiency in the d·escription of the muon cataly
sis chain. 

The most important topological feature of the kinetic graph 
is absence of links between different cycles other than via 
the (IL ') and Cit} exi t nodes. Other features are: absence of 
(~t) -+ (~tm) , (;а) , (j'L) , (р. ') and (H~t) ... (~), <;) , (IL ') edges 
as well as absence of links between different ~t-molecules, 
and molceular compounds of Figs.Z,З.Additionally,on~y one-way 
links exist between most of the vertices. In fact, in Figs.l-6 

*E.g., we consider the outgoing neutron as а signature of 
the fusion act in the d~- molecule. 
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only such links are admitted which means, ,in particular, that 
there are no closed loops in the one-cycle graph. 

Indeed, reversiЬle processes may occur only within the ~
atomic and ~-molecular nodes. The isotope exchange transitions 
(e.g., (~) .... (~) ) are irreversiЬle, at least, up to correc
tions due to the high-energy tail of the Maxwell distribution. 
In practice, in the temperature range of interest (Т ~ I03 K) 
important reversiЬle transitions may arise only between the 
closely separated hyperfine structure states of ~ atoms 
(~Еьtв = 0.049 eV 1201). Inclusion of reverse links poses no 
fundamental difficulty; however, appearance of closed loops 
within OCG makes the simple one-link formalism slightly more 
involved. Therefore, in the interest of simplifying the pre
sentation, we postpone discussion of the reversiЬle transitions 
till the final Section. 

2.2. Kinetic Equations 

Let us follow the history of the muon up to the k-th cycle. 
The equations describing the numbers of particles in the nodes 
of the kinetic graph are then: 

dN (1) 
~ = -Л N(1}(t) + dФ(t) 
dt ~ ~ dt 

dN(l) (1) 

nv --Л N (1) (t) + ~ А n JN 1 (t) 
-- nv nv J v dt 

dN~) =-Л~N~2)(t)+AIЦl·Nt~>(t) 
dt 

dN
(2) 
рр 

л (2) (2) ~ - .(j) 
- Р~ N Р~ + Л рр, ~ N ll + ""' Лр/l, Hll N Hj.t 

Hll dt 
dN (2), 

~=-Л ,N<2 >, +А , N<2 >+ ~Л ,- N(l} 
dt dj.t dp dj.t ,рр Pll н dj.t ,Hj.l Hj.t 
' j.l 

dN(v) . 
_L =--Л N(v)+ ~А N(v) + ~ Л N(v- 1) 

dt t t J tj J , Н fm m 
m-=~L, j.l 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~) - -
;ti\J (t) Л N (k) + ~А J N j 
.:::!!i.... = - n n Dv• dt v v j 

6 ' 

( 1) 

1 

нhere n v is the number of vertices in а one-cycle graph, А fJ 
are transition rates from the j-th to f-th vertex and 

лr = ~ 
1 

А tf 

all llneв Jea?tng 
vertex (f) 

(2) 

N ~v) (t) is the number of particles in the f -th node of the v-th 
cycle and Ф(t) represents the muon source. In writting down 
Eqs.(l) we have exemplified the equations for the intercycle 
transitions using the topology of the graph in Fig.З. 

After taking the Laplace transforms of Eqs.(l) one obtains 
а set of algebraic equations for the transformed functions: 

(v) · "" -llt (v) 
Nf (s) = f е Nf (t)dt 

о 

(3) 

which can Ье conveniently written as 

A(s) N(s) = l(s) , (4) 

. (1) (k) ) т 
w1 th N (s) = [ N ll (s) , ••. , N n (s) and wi th matrix А (s) having 
the following structure:v 

A(s) = 

1 

А1 1 

1 

1 с 1 

L- ~ 

-- - 1 

l_-

о 

1 

Al 
1 

"Т - 1-
1 с 1 

1- -1 

1_ 

А1 

1- -1 

1 с 1 
1 - .J 

f 

1-st 
cycle 

о 1 :t 
f 

2-nd 
cycle 

1 
( 5) 

ic;---1 f 
k-th 

L "'1 А1 cycle 
1 

L--- + 
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The off-diagonal matrix С links the neighbouring cycles and А1 
defines the one-cyc1e graph of Figs. 1-6. If the equations are 
ordered so that in N(s) only transitions from higher to 1ower 
N~v) (s) are possiЬle (temporari1y we admit on1y one-way 1inks), 
one has: 

1 
1 о 

' 
., 

1 
' А 1 (s) = ' 1 

(б) 

' ЛfJ ' --- '1 
Лr+ s 1 

Then 

det A(s) = det А 
1 
(s) ,. 1 . (7) 

The unit entries in the diagona1 arise after dividing each 
transformed equation (1) Ьу the coefficient at the LHS function 
Njv> (s): (Лf + s). Thus, in accordance with Figs.1 ,2: 

о, 

C(s) = 1- лР~-t.~ 
' ЛPil + s 

лФ, tiL --- ' лdj.t + s 

л~, Чl 
' л~+ s 

о' 

лР~-t.РР. -
Лрр. + s 

л dp., Pit 
-

Лdj.t+S 

л~. рр: -
Л~+ s 

Л~-tР.' 

Лll+ s 

о 

о 

о 

(8) 

If fusion in f1ight (Fig.б) is taken into account, the number 
of rows in С wil1 correspondingly lncrease. The vecto.r desc
ribing input into the chain is 

sФ(s) 
1 (s) = [ , О , О, ••• , О ] (9) 

л".+ s 

Let us remark that in our notation the muon sticking coeffi
cients, ы 1 , and fusion channe1 branching ratios, Ь 1 , are in
c~uded in Л ij • For examp1e, referring to а conventiona1 nota
t1on: 

л- = \ (f) ь ы 
~. ddj.L 1\ ddj.L t tp.. 

(IOa) 

For transition rates which are determined Ьу co1lision cross 
sections 
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л - (i) t, J - n 1 и f j v J ( 1ОЬ) 

a1so inc1uded in Л~ are: re1ative concentration, с 1 , of the 
~espective target centers and the overa11 target density, 
ф = n/ n 0 ( n 0 is usua11l assumed to correspond to 1iquid hyd
rogen density: 4.25 ·102 cm -з). 

Ву inspection of the matrix A(s) one can easily find the so-
1ution for any nod.e (f) in the k-th сус1е: 

N(k)(s) =Tr(CT)k- 1 l
1

(s) (11) 

where Т t (s) is а (nvx n in ) -matrix· the entries of which are 

. f + i 
\Т (s)\ 6 =(-1) Mt (s), (12) 

r Li 1 

М tf (s) are minors of А 1 corresponding to the i -th row and 
f-th co1umn, nv and n 1n denote the number of а11 vertices 
and the number of input vertices in the one-cyc1e graph, res
pective1y, index t ~unning over а11 OCG nodes and "i over а11 
input ones. Ana1ogously, T(s) is а (nout xn 10 ) -matrix with 
e1ements defined Ьу Eq.(\2), the first index running now over 
all exit nodes of OCG: 1, ••• , Dout, 11 (s) is given Ьу Eq. (9), 
being now а n 10 -dimensiona1 vector representing input to the 
first cycle. 

It is convenient to consider Eq.(\1) as а resu1t of an ite
rative procedure of constructing н<k) '(s) = [N<r>(s) , ... ,N~~(s)] т 

~) . . k-1 
н = T11k = т1 cwk_ 1 = т , (CT)Ik_ 1 = ..• =Т1 (-сТ) 11 , (13) 

where 111 = 111 (s) represents input to the II-th сус1е and wll = 
=W11 (s) the set of resu1ting solutions for the exit vertices of 
the same сус1е. 

Yet another way of viewing the so1utions for N(k)(s) , fo11ows 
from the graph-theoretica1 interpretation of Eq.(11). Name1y, 
the solution for N ~k) (s) is а sum of terms: 

ла, >..t't" =--· gm(s) 
At+s лt, + s 

л 2~-t 

Л2+s 

sФ(s) 

Л +S 
j.t 

(14) 

where the set \>..а'• Лt'l", ... ,>.. l!lll can Ье associated with an m-th 
"forward path" from (р 1 ) to (l)k ,which is а sequence of for
ward directed edges, on~ fo1lowing another, leading from the 
primary input vertex (lltn) to the vertex (t) in the k-th 
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сус1е 118< Thus * 

N (k)(s) 
t 

sФ(s) I 
Л IL + s all fonrard 

paths 
(j.t) 1 .. (f) k 

л 'j 
п ( • 1 ) 

m-th л 1 + s 
(15) 

forward 
path 

Therefore, the so1utions for N~k)(s) can Ье found either Ьу di
rect app1ication of Eq.(ll) or Ьу inspection of the kinetic 
graph. 

А genera1 structure of NJk)(s) is: 

N (k) (в) 
t sФ(s) I 

all fonrard 
pathв 

{j.t) 1-+ (f)k 

K1j 
П Л 1j 

оса еdсев (16) П (Л r ,Ir=I 
OCG nodeв n+ s) n f.p. n r к1j + 1 ' .р. 

where к 1j and rn are .multiplicities of Лij and (Л 0 + s) in the 
forward path, respect1ve1y. 

Ana1ogous1y, the time distributions of signatures associated 
wi th the vertex (l) in the k -th сус1е: 

dS (k) 

_t_ "' Л reg N (k) (t) (17) 
dt f f J 

where лreg 
f is а sum over registered transitions 

reg 
Лt I 

measured 
tranв1 tions 
(f) .. (j) 

i.s given Ьу 

л jl ' 

sSi> <в> = л ~eg N~k> <в>. 

(18) 

(19) 

The tota1 yie1d of signat;ures defined Ьу Eqs. (17, 18) follows 
immediate1y from (16) and (19): 

y(k) 
f 

(k) 
~ dSt ,reg 
f -- dt = 1\ t 
о dt 

1(1j 
I ПЛ1j 
t. р. IIЛr [ вФ (в)} 

(j.t)1-.(l) nn в=О . 
k 

(20) 

*It is easy to check that for the matrix А given Ьу Eqs. 
(5-8) ~11 terms in (15) are positive, as ·shou1d Ье expected 
from the simp1e physica1 interpretation. Тhе terms in (15) are 
often referred to as path transmissions or path products 11B1 • 
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If we choose Ф(t) to represent а sing1e muon which enters 
the chain at t=O(Ф(t) =0 for t<O, Ф(t) =lfor t~O): 

sФ(s) = 1, (21) 

the time distribution (17) which is the inverse Lap1ace trans
form of (19) is given Ьу а direct genera1ization of the formu1ae 
of Ref / 1~ 1 : 

п 
к 1m 

dS(k) л 1m -Лj t _r_ =л reg I Lp. OCQ edp' I е х 

dt f f.p. п (r
0

- 1)! лJ 
(j.t)1 .. (f)k r.p. OCQ nodes 1D f.p. 

(22) 

rj 
х I 
р=1 

.( ~j ~:)trJ-p I (-1)р-1( р-1 ) П (rn-l+qn)! 

1 1 
' q1, ... ,q , ... q r .оса r + q 

q1, ... ,q , ••• ,q ' в F j s nv •Р• . (Л -Л ) n n в nv nodes ffl) n j 

Before proceeding further 1et us consider Eq.(ll) for the 
particu1ar case where on1y one feedback line; (j.L 1 -+ (j.L) is 
taken into account*. Then: 

СТ -+ G(s) 
ЛЩJ.' 
---\М ,(s)j, (23) 
(Л + s) ILIL 

IL 
where 

л ,_ 
ILIL 

I \М '· ,-(s)j 
(Л , + s) ЩJ. •IL IL 

IL 

\М ЩJ. ,(s) 1 (24) 

and summation goes over а11 1ines contributing to (I.L'). When 
(j; (1) ) and ('j; (1) ) are rep1aced Ьу common vertices (;l <1> ) -desc
rib~ng the muon~ re1eased in the i-th fusion channe1 one оЬ-
tains: 

л , 
G(s) = Jl:ll I Л (f) b(j.Lm) (1- Ш {j.tm~ lM , ,- \ 

(j.Lm), /.LШ 1 . 1. ЩJ. ; IL IL 1 ' 
(25) 

(Л + s) (Л , + s) 
IL IL cbannels 

where Ш 1 are "effective" sticking coefficients corrected for 
muon sllaking-off /17/. 

In particu1ar, for the one-dimensiona1 chains (fusion in 
pure D 2 or Т2 tar~ets) Eqs. (23) and (25) give the formu1ae 
obtained in Ref. 116 • 

*so far, on1y this situation has been considered in the 1i
terature which is justified Ьу the fact that the (HI.L) -+ <Н/.L ') 
feedЬack 1ines can Ье expected to make much sma11er contribu
tions. 
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2. 3. A11-Cyc1es Equations 

When the number of partic1e s in each node is summed over 
а11 cyc1es the r e su1ting e.quations f or 

H(AC\s) 

are 

00 

~ 
k = 1 

Н (k) (s) 

iAC)(s) Н (AC)(s) = 1 (s) 

wi th А (AC~s) be i ng 

1 

а (nv х n v) matrix: 
1 

0 · 1 C(s) 
L -

A(Acts) = 

1, 

' ' 

Лtj 

Лt+S 

Now, in genera1, 
(АС) -tjc _.,. 

detA (з) =!\(в) f, 1 . 

о 
' 

' 
' ' 

' 
~1 

1 

(2ба) 

(2бЬ) 

(27) 

(28) 

d f . . d. Н (АС)( ) • • h f J 1 1 The proce ure о f1n 1ng s 1s stra1g t orwarc:l!, а -
though writing down а11 contributing terms may become invo1ved. 
Therefore, it seems reasonaЬle to indicate here а possibi1ity 
of constructing N ~AC)(s) Ьу inspect i on of the (AC)-kinetic graph 
(ACG) which is the one. cyc1e graph (OCG) with the feedback 1i
nes inc1uded. 

According to Mason# s topo1ogica1 formu1a 122• 181 the so1ution 
can Ье found Ьу enumerating а11 c1osed 1oops i n the graph (а11 
edge orientation in the 1оор have to agree) and grouping them 
i nto vertex-disjoint sets, i.e., sets of 1оор having no common 
vertices. Then * 

N(tC)(s) g (s) 1\.,J s) _k ____ ..,_ ' 

!\ (s) 
(29) -~ 

all. f.p. 
(J.!) -> (t) 
in АСО 

* Notation of Ref / 181 i s followed . 

12 

where gk(s) are transmissions (14) for the k-th forward path in 
ACG * 

1 

L\(s) = 1 - ~р m1 + ~р m2- ~р mЗ ••• (ЗО) 

pm 1 are products of Лij/(Л 1 + s) over the m-th 1оор in ACG, 
Pm2 are ana1ogous products for the m-th set of two vertex dis
joint 1oops, etc. L\k(s) are given a1so Ьу Eq. (30) with an addi
tiona1 condition that the contributing 1oops have no vertices 
in common with the k-th forward path. As а11 1oops in ACG con
tain either (1-1') , {i';) or (р-;) and all forward paths start at 
(/-1), enumeration of the vertex-disjoint sets is not а formidaЬle 
task and so1utions (29) can Ье written down rather easi1y. Ad
ditiona11y, for the so1utions for the exit vertices the number 
of contributing 1oops is further reduced. (As is seen be1ow, the 
(АС) so1utions for the exit nodes are important for the ana1y
sis of the experimentally registered signatures). Let us a1so 
remark that if on1y (1-1 ') ... (/-1) feedback is 1eft all !\ k (s) = 1 , 
as there are no 1oops vertex-disjoint with any of the forward 
paths. 

Simi1ar1y to Eq.(20) the tota1 (АС) yie1ds of signatures 
( 17) are now: 

yt<AClл~eg ~ 
all f.p. 

(j.1) -+ (f) in АС О 

g m (О) 1\JO) 

L\{0) 
(31) 

Corresponding1y, the (АС) time distributions are sums of 
inverse Lap1ace transforms of terms: 

П (Л + s) 
n n 

(32) п л . ' 
1\(s) П (Лr + s ) (j) kJ 

АСО nodes 
where (k, 1) run over all edges in the forward path and the cor
responding vertex disjoint 1оор (or 1oops) and n over а11 ver
tices ** not inc1uded in П • · In time variaЬle the resu1ting 

(kj ) 
*Note that if ACG contains more than one feedЬack line 

there are more forward paths (j.1) -. ( f) in ACG than in OCG. For 
example: (j.1) -+ (j.l m) -+ (ii;) -+ {Нj.l) -+ ( f) is а forward path in ACG 
if none of the vertices is traversed twice. 

**Let us remark that the sink vertices need not Ье included 
here, as the corresponding equations decouple from the others. 
The time distributions for the sink vertices are simply sums of 
Л 8tnk ,j N j(t) • The same argument applies to the cycle-by-cycle 
f ormulae. 
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contributions read: 

(АС) ny -R
1 

t 
dSf -Лreg ~е H 1 (1ЛI,IЛI), dt - f 1 = 1 

where 

Н 1 (\Л 1 , \Л 1) 
1 

Dt 
~ ( П ЛkJ )( П(Лn- R1)) s~(Pmr) 

r.p. (kJ) n 
<~t> .... (f) 

v.d.l, 

D1 = П (RJ - R 1) 
j ~ 1 

&11 АС О nodeв 

(ЗЗ) 

(ЗЗа) 

(ЗЗЬ) 

and where R 1 are zeros of detA (АС) (в) and sgn (Р ) are the cor-
responding signs in Еq.(ЗО). mr 

3. EXPERIМENTALLY REGISTEP~D SIGNATURES 

Due to 1irnited experirnenta1 detection efficiency, on1y 
а fraction t of actua1 transitions is usua11y registered. The 
re1evant forrnu1ae were derived for а few sirnp1e situations in 
Refs. 1 1З·l8/. In what fo11ows we show how registration efficien
cy can Ье inc1uded in the kinetic forrnu1ae in the genera1 case 
considered above. 

Let us construct first tirne distribution (17) of the first 
registered signature. If the detected transition occurs in the 
k-th сус1е, it rneans that either it has rernained unobserved 
in the preceding k-1 cyc1es or the forward path which has 1ed 
to (f) does not inc1ude the "rneasured" edge. 

This can Ье easi1y accounted for Ьу а sirnp1e rnodification 
' of the kinetic graph. Indeed, 1et us rep1ace the edge corres
ponding to the rneasured transition Ьу two para11e1 1inks as 
shown in Fig.7. Let one of these 1inks represent transitions 
which are registered (Л 0 Ь8 ), and the other, the transitions 
which rernain unobserved1J (Л ~Jobs). The signature vertex is then 
associated with the "observed" edge. The re1ative probabi1ity 
for the muon to traverse one of these two edges is deterrnined 
Ьу the detection efficiertcy, t~ , of the signature of the 
(j) .... (i) transition. Thus 

obs unobs 
л lj = ( lj л lj ' л lj = <1 - ( lj ) л lj (34) 

According to this picture, if the muon has reached the k-th 
сус1е without giving а signa1, it cou1d traverse on1y the "un
observed" links whenever it went frorn (j) to (i) in the prece
ding cyc1es. Thus, if the f irst registered transition takes 
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Fig.7. Inclusion of ex
perirnental detection 
efficiency. 

Лtj ' ' ' ' '..,- ... , 
( sц,t , __ 

unoЬs 

Лн-
оЬs 

<л:ij 
\ 

\ 
, ......... 
'S , \ ij 1 ,_", 

р1асе in the k -th сус1е, the tirne distribution of the asso
ciated signatures is given Ьу Eqs. (19) and (16) with the fo1-
1owing substitutions: 

Лreg .... . лоЬs = ~ ЛоЬs = ~Е Л 
t t j-me&sured j( Jf jf 

(35а) 

tr&nsitions 

in (19), and 

, unobs ( ) 
1\ j( .... л jf = 1 - ( Jt л j, (35Ь) 

in ( 14) (hence a1so in N?) (s)), and with Лу remaining un-
changed: · 

л,=~ <л~;s+Лurюьs) .... Лr 
j J J 

(35с) 

Since registration rnay take р1асе in any сус1е, the resu1ting 
expression (19) has to Ье surnrned over а11 k: 

- (1) obs 00 (k) unobs ssr (s) = >..у ~ Nr (s;>.. 1y .... л. 1у ), 
k = 1 

(36) 

It is easy to recognize that 

S
-(1)() ,oь_ sN(AC)1 ., , unobs 

s t 8 = 1\ f . f ,s, 1\ j( .... 1\ Jf 
(37) 

which fo1Jows iппnediate1y from Eqs. (26), (32) and (35). 
Thus sг>(s) is deterrnined Ьу а solution of Eq. (26Ь) with 

A(AC>(s) .... А (AC)(s; л Jf .... л 'jroьs ) • (38) 

Note that in Eq. (29) for the first registered сус1е on1y 
d(s) = det.A<AC) is affected Ьу substitutions (35Ь,с). Indeed, 
gmd m correspond here to forward paths which terrninate exact1y 
at the vertex for which the so1ution is sought, thus not in
c1uding the "measured" edge. 
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From Eqs. (26) and (38) one can see that analogous formulae 
for higher registered cycles can Ье obtained using а straight
forward generalization of the presented procedure. Indeed, if 
an (f 1 ) -o(j 1) transition is registered at t =t 1 the time dis
tributions of signatures which follow are response to а step
function input in the ft-th node at t= t 1 • Thus, for subse
quent transi tions, (f2 ) .... (j 2 ) registered wi th efficiency f Jг, r2 
the corresponding time-distributions will Ье given again Ьу 
Eqs.(35-38) and (2бЬ) with 

_ sФ (s) т 
l(s) = [0,0, ••. , , О, •.. , О] (39) 

ле1 + s 

with the time variaЬle in Eq.(17) properly shifted. Investiga
tion of such correlated time distributions can Ье а useful tool 
in disentangling the complicated kinetic scheme of muon-cata
lyzed nuclear fusion in mixtures of hydrogen isotopes. А dis
cussion of the ensuing experimental possibilities will Ье pre
sented in а separate paper. 

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1. Energy-Dependent Transition Rates 

In the considerations presented above transition rates were 
assumed constant. One can envisage, however, that for some ob
jects in the graph transition rates Л~, in Eq.(l) depend on 
time which elapses from the moment of their creation, e.g., 
as а result of degradation of their initial energy. Then in 
the RHS of Eqs. ( 1) terms Л .. NJ (t) should Ье repl'aced Ьу · 

t ~ 

JЛiJ(t-r)[dNj(r) /dr]dr which Ьу the convolution theorem 

leaves unaltered the structure of equations for the Laplace 
transformed functions. However, even if the time dependence 
of the transition rates is accounted for properly, the functio
nal dependence of the solutions on _ s may render .the desc
ription of the kinetics in the ·time va.riaЬle prohibitively 
complicated. Another approximate approach which seems to Ье 
more manageaЬle consists in replacing appropriate vertices Ьу 
sets of nodes corresponding to energy intervals in which the 
transition rates can Ье assumed approximately constant. The 
formalism developed in the previous Sections can Ье then ap
plied without changes. The only complication is the necessity 
to deal with an increased number of vertices and, as а result, 
with а larger number of loops and forward paths. Nevertheless, 
the complication нill amount to replacing the corresponding 
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paths and loops Ьу sets of several ones, and the changes so 
introduced can Ье easily controlled. 

4.2. ReversiЬle Transitions 

So far in the derivation of the kinetic formulae we have 
not iчcluded any reversiЬle transitions. In the cycle-by-cycle 
description this led to Eq. (7) which was the source of simpli
city of the formulae that followed. If reversiЬle transitions 
are admitted, ~losed loops will appear within OCG. Then, as can 
Ье easily seen: · 

detA
1 

(s) = detA r~v (s) = A~ev (s) , (40) 

where Ar~v(s) is а submatrix of A1(s) (situated on its ·diagonal 
if proper ordering is retained) describing the subset of states 
between which two-way transitions take place. 

Sinc·e in а forward path each vertex can Ье traversed only 
once, at the most, the cycle-Ъy-cycle distributions will Ье 
given Ьу -equation analogous to (29) 

N(k) (s) 
t ~ 

g (s) А (s) 
m m (41) 

&11 f.p. 

~) 1 .. (f) k 

[A~ev (s)] k 

with the 1-oops describing now the reversiЬle transitions within 
OCG, which Ъу analogy with Eq. (31) gives inunediately the gene;_ 
ral formula for the total signature yields. The expressions for 
signature time distributions get slightly more involved in com
parison to Eq. (22) where now ЛJ .... R J, R j being zeros of Ar:v (s) 
for vertices in the loops and RJsЛj for other vertices, and 
the rightmost sum is replaced Ьу . 
р- 1 1 J' ( ., ' ) (r - 1 + q ) 1 ~ ( р- )[ ~ (-1) J 1 П n ° } 
/=0 j' {q1, ••• ,qs, .•• ,qn 1 q ' ••• ,q ' ••• ,q оса (R - R J) ~ + qn 

V 1 в n 1 n 
s f, j V nodesl" (J) (42) 

х[ ~ 1 
{ql, •.• , qnv 

р - 1 - ji Р 1 Pn- qn 
( ) П ( n (Лn-Rj) )], 
q

1
, ••• , qnv оса (р _ q )1 

nodes n ° 
qs:S ps 

where р n determines the multiplicity of (Л + s) in the analogue . 
of Eq.(32). As is seen, although the origi~al simplicity of · 
Eqs~~~~~22) is to some extent lost, inclusion of reversiЬle 
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transitions into the kinetic scheme poses no fundamental diffi-
• culty and can Ье accomplished in а straightforward manner.Never

theless,as has been mentioned earlier important reversiЬle tran
sitions may occur practically only between the hyperfine states 
of the ~ atoms and,possiЬly,between different spin/angular mo 
mentum states of the ~-molecules .One ' can expect that many of 
the characteristics will Ье little sensitive to replacing the 
two-way links Ьу an effective one-way link or to enclosing the 
reversiЬle transitions in а single node whose internal struc
ture is neglected. 

4.3. Concluding Remarks 

The presented framework gives а practical tool for the ana
lysis of the experimental data on muon-catalyzed nuclear fu
sion in arbitrary mixtures of hydrogen isotopes with possiЬle 
admixtures of heavier elements. Evolution in time of separate 
cycles in the chain can Ье described with inclusion of the ex
perimental detection efficiency. Practically any ~-atomi~ and 
~-molecular processes in the chain can Ье treated strictly 

in the approximation of constant transition rates. Thus, the 
formalism provides means to extract from the data the energy
averaged values of parameters characterizing the muon-catalyzed 
fusion process, without additional simplifying assumptions. The 
topological graph-theoretical approach to construct the kinetic 
formulae is shown' to Ье particularly useful and simple in ap
plicatidn due to а very limited number of the vertex-disjoint 
loops which can appear irt the ACG. It permits also а direct 
physical interpretation of the terms contributing to the time
distributions of the signatures and, thereby, enaЬles one to 
control easily tbe influence of particular processes on the 
kinetics of the ~hain. : 

The general character of the presented formulae opens se
veral new possiЬilities for the experimental investigation of 
muon-catalyzed nuclear fusion of hydrogen isotopes. 

The computer ··program and application of the developed forma
lism to concrete situations including quantitative estimates 
will Ье puЬlished elsewhere. · · 

The author is deeply indebted to Prof. L.I.Ponomarev for 
the stimulating discussions and to Prof. V.P.Dzhelepov for 
his hospitality at JINR while the author's leave from A.G.H., 
Cracow, Poland. 
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Гула А. El-84-301 
Общая схема оnисания кинетики мюоииого катализа 
ядерного сиит•sа в смесях изотопов водорода 

Предnаrается об~я схема описания кинетики июонного хата

лиза ядер~оrо синтеза в смесях изотопов водорода. Найдены ре
шенИя, оttисые~е временные распределения процессов в после
доsательнЬlх Qкклах цепи мюонного катализа. В приближении по
стоянных скоростеЙ процессов в схеме могут быть учтены практи
чески произвольные ию-атомные н ию-молекулярные процессы. За

висимость скоростей этих процессов от энергии может быть так

же учтена в приближенном виде. В работе представлены формулы, 

выведенные с учетом эффективности регистрации. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ. 
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Gula А. El-84-301 
General Framework for the Description of Kinetics 
of Muon Cat~iyzed Synthesis of Hydrogen Isotopes 

А. gerieral framework is proposed for d~scription of the 
cyclё~y-cycie evolution in ti~ ьf t"~ pr~cesses fotming the 
muon-caf4lysis chairt 1•ading tb huciie4r Ajhth~si~ in ~ixtures 
of hydtosen isotopes. In the approximati~n df constant transi
tion rat:~s, practically arty li -itt:otВic ahd "-molecular proces
ses c~ri Ье taken into accouht: ~tid ~teated ~~rict1y. Enёtgy
depertdent rates can Ье also 8ea1t ~ith in. ·~ 4~~roxi~te 
manner. Formuiae in vhich Hii ~ll\eHiЬi!nt:tti it~t*'~Hon efficienc~ 
is t~teri !hto icc~hnt at~ lil~ ~ti8~Иted. 

тhй ih~st:~gatiori hAs ЬееН ~~tfbrmed ~t tk~ LaЬbr~tbfy 
of Rh~1ear Pfci~iems; JtkR. 
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